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Story of the Month: External Forces 

The big news events this month came from outside the (traditional) enterprise communications industry. 
Specifically, the Salesforce Dreamforce event and Amazon Re:Invent for AWS. These two events dominated tech 
news the weeks of each event with surprisingly overlapping themes – at least regarding enterprise 
communications.  

The relevant themes at Salesforce were: cloud, AI, improved customer engagement, collaboration, and better tools 
to empower their non-developer customers. The relevant themes at Re:Invent were: cloud, AI, speech, and tools 
that simplify development. Amazon didn’t directly get into collaboration or customer engagement, but several of 
their announcements strengthen their contact center offer and better meetings was highlighted as an example of 
its speech UI.  

The non-news flash is that enterprise communications is evolving away from telephony. When the PBX evolved to 
unified communications, telephony largely remained central to the value proposition. The same can be said as 
contact centers embraced omnichannel. This shift occurring toward messaging-centric models changes the 
conversation.  

There’s irony in Amazon’s CTO, Werner Vogels, preaching voice is the future. His context was Alexa, but he 
quipped during his keynote: "This is not a Slack channel. I'm actually talking to you, and apparently you came here 
to hear someone talk." (I didn’t, I used video technology and attended remotely.)  

Here are my takeaways from these two events:  

• The advancements in AI are significant, but not as big as people think. The significant part is computers 

can understand us better than ever before. Our words, broader meanings, tone, and even emotional 

state. This means we can talk to computers and computers can listen to us: “Start a meeting,” “Call Joe,” 

“I want to cancel my service,” “I need help,” etc. But what computers can do with this understanding is 

not evolving as quickly as our expectations: Which meeting? Joe who? Why are you canceling? And, Help 

as in paramedics, or help as in a calculator? 

• SaaS and PaaS are merging. The UC/UCaaS providers know all about SaaS, but there’s a growing trend to 

empower customers with more tools to customize these apps and services. Examples include: MyEinstein 

(Salesforce), VonageReach, Twilio Studio, and more advanced infrastructure services such as SageMaker 

(AWS).  

• Collaboration is like salt, and it’s being sprinkled on 

every app. Illustrated by Salesforce Quip and AWS’s 

general approach of mirco-servicing everything.  

The bottom line is that as enterprise comms moves away from 
real-time (voice and video), and toward AI enhanced 
collaboration outfitted with simple-to-integrate APIs, we are 
going to see some interesting, disruptive developments from 
non-traditional vendors at unrelated venues.  
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Messaging-Centric News 

Workstream Focus 

There is much less debate today about the value of 
workstream collaboration. The conversation is 
moving to nuance and approach.  

For example, Cisco is clearly focusing Spark on 
meetings. Microsoft is clearly focusing Teams on 
integration across the Office 365 apps. Slack is 
focused on API and integrations. And so on.  

I still have my doubts about long term viability for 
Slack because it doesn’t have PSTN voice – a 
necessary channel for consolidated conversations. 
Unless that void can be adequately addressed 
through integrations such as the recent one that 
RingCentral announced.  

Cisco Announces Virtual Assistant  

The Spark Virtual Assistant was announced this 
month and will have limited availability in January. It 
is billed as the “world’s first enterprise-ready voice 
assistant specifically designed for meetings.” 

Cisco expects that the Virtual Spark Assistant can 
schedule group meetings, take notes, and simplify 
operational mechanics. At least today, these would-
be differentiators.  

 It’s an interesting concept, but I have yet to be 
more than whelmed by any virtual assistant. Cisco is 
touting initial features such as starting or joining 
meetings through spoken requests.  

Early in the month, when Cisco announced the 
Virtual Assistant, Microsoft was the assumed 
competitor. Cortana is positioned primarily as a 
business virtual assistant (its consumer aspirations 
were delayed with the end of Windows Mobile).  

By the end of the month, the obvious competitor is 
Amazon, which launched Alexa for Business. Amazon 
believes Alexa can get meetings to start on time, 
control temperature, and lighting in the room plus 
accomplish personal speech-related requests as well.  

Cisco does have a distinct advantage in the meeting 
conference room with its own branded hardware. 
The newer room systems, for example, have AI 
optimized hardware, mic arrays, and ultrasonic 
sensors. This hardware can do facial recognition, 
auto-frame video, and track presenters. Cisco room 
systems also auto-pair with Spark mobile clients 
supplementing authentication and identity.  

Amazon’s advantage is the low-cost hardware and 
its growing speech-enabled ecosystem. Though it 
isn’t clear if corporations want to or will place these 
listening devices in their common areas.  

Quipz on Quip 

At Dreamforce, Salesforce announced improvements 
to Quip. Quip is a mobile-first productivity app with 
built-in collaboration and communications. 
Salesforce acquired Quip last year for $750 M. Quip 
collaborators can share content and message with 
each other directly within a document.  

Last year, Quip had “rich mentions” with Salesforce 
data. These elements linked back to Salesforce data. 
This year, the concept expanded to support more 
types of embedded content such as spreadsheets, 
calendars, and Kanban boards.  

 Quip is conceptually similar to workstream 
collaboration apps, but uses a document to contain 
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the conversation instead a broad-purpose 
workstream. Quip does not support video 
conferencing. 

Although it isn’t clear if Quip is an alternative or 
complement to workstream collaboration apps, it is 
sufficient for the admission of Salesforce into the 
“Kill Email” club. 

Outlook 21 

Microsoft Outlook turned 21 years old this month. 
Legally old enough to drink, 
which is good because it seems 
to be the new punching bag of 
collaboration (said the 
telephone).  

I’m not sure when we hit “Peak 
Outlook,” but it’s in the rear-view mirror. That said, I 
wouldn’t bother preparing a eulogy any time soon.  

FB Workplace Gets Group Video  

Last month, Facebook announced a group video chat 
feature was coming to Workplace “in the coming 
weeks,” and it did.  

Up to 50 people can be 
included in group video 
chats on Workplace by 
Facebook. Group video 
chat is available through 
Workplace Chat on the 
desktop client, mobile 
apps, and the web 
interface in Chrome.  

 No sign of room 
systems yet.  

Facebook has the 
potential to accidentally 
become a major 
enterprise vendor. It is the 

only major workstream collaboration vendor that 
isn’t trying to re-train employees how to collaborate 
due to the similarity of its popular social app.  

For most employees, Workplace requires no training. 
Not to mention, Facebook has in-depth technical 
expertise across the entire solution. On a separate 
note, most of the workstream collaboration vendors 

have stopped describing their services as “Facebook 
for work.”  

Skype for Professionals 

Microsoft is previewing a new version of Skype for 
small business owners and freelancers. The service 
combines Skype calls, calendar meetings, and 
payments.  

It will allow professionals and freelancers to book 
meetings and accept payments in a single app. Costs, 
if any, have not been revealed. 

 Sound familiar? Meg Whitman had this vision as 
CEO of eBay when it owned Skype. 

Twitter Changes 

• Twitter doubled its character limit to 280 

characters.  

• Twitter launched new enterprise APIs that 

support more complex queries and return more 

tweets. Pricing runs $149-$2,499/mo. 

• Twitter is testing a new private bookmark 

feature that allows users to discreetly save 

tweets to review later.  

 These Twitter changes are likely intended to 
make the presidential app more friendly to 
enterprises.  

Facebook Messenger Broadcast  

Facebook has developed “Messenger Broadcast,” a 
self-serve mass-messaging interface that lets 
businesses send marketing messages to users. It is 
currently in internal trials.  

The interface outlines that a certain number of users 
will receive the messages at no cost to the business. 
It’s unclear whether businesses will be able to pay 
for more reach, but that seems like a reasonable 
direction for the product.  

Facebook has not confirmed a release schedule or a 
formal commitment to the product.  

http://talkingpointz.com/
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UC-Centric News  

Avaya to Emerge from Ch 11 This Year 

This month, the US Bankruptcy Court confirmed 
Avaya’s amended plan of reorganization, so it 
appears Avaya will emerge from Ch 11 this year. 

The new Avaya is looking very different:  

• Approximately $2.925 B of funded debt (down 

from $6 B). 

• A $300 M senior secured asset-based lending 

facility available upon emergence from chapter 

11 protection. 

• A new Board of Directors, CEO, and several 

leadership changes.  

• No Networking Division. 

• A reasonably up-to-date UC portfolio due to 

numerous launches in 2016 and 2017. 

• Avaya will be a public company.  

 I expect Avaya to come out swinging with 
announcements and acquisitions early in 2018. 
Remember, they were profitable in 2016, and the 
reduced debt load means a reduction of $200 M in 
annual interest. We will learn more in January at the 
Avaya Engage event for customers, partners, and 
analysts.  

Look for a TalkingPointz Research Note soon after 
the conference.  

Update on Atos Unify 

Unify is a component of the larger Atos portfolio 
addressing end-to-end digital workplace services.  

 

The division has had little to say, but did host an 
analyst webinar this month. Here are some of the 
noteworthy updates:  

• OpenScape Business Pay-as-you-go: Aimed at 

SMB. CapEx remains an option.  

• OpenScape Enterprise Express V9: Available in 

Express and Standard editions. Express scales to 

5k users. Positioned as replacement/migration 

from OS 4000.  

• OpenScape Enterprise is now JITC certified.  

• OpenScape 4000 V8: New hardware, new 

applications, harmonized licensing model for 

migration and simplification.  

• New licensing model is user based instead of 

port based. No charge for trunks.  

• Circuit Meeting Room: A package of appliance-

like components necessary to convert a 

conference room into a Circuit-enabled video 

room.  

 Surprisingly there were few updates regarding 
Circuit, however, Unify did say some customer-
requested enhancements were completed, and it 
expects subscribers to grow in Q1 from 85k to 500k.  

Circuit was the first UC related workstream offer, but 
multiple transitions slowed it down. It’s a relatively 
robust product. It may be suitable as a complement 
for other UC brands. 

My favorite Circuit feature uses a BMW widget to 
change one’s status to “Driving.”  

Mitel Clarifies (Post ShoreTel) UCaaS  

Mitel renamed ShoreTel Connect CLOUD to MiCloud 
Connect. It, along with MiCloud Enterprise, will be 
the primary UCaaS offers from Mitel in North 
America:  

• MiCloud Connect: Features a “brilliantly simple” 

customer experience for small, medium, and 

highly distributed businesses 

• MiCloud Enterprise: Advanced UCaaS + 

collaboration features including contact center 

capabilities for specialized businesses of all sizes 

http://talkingpointz.com/
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Current customers of MiCloud Business or Toshiba 
VIPEdge will be unaffected by this announcement for 
the term of their contract.  

 A Mitel core strength is swift integration of 
acquisitions. This change should simplify the UCaaS 
offers in 2018.  

Avaya Edge Improvements 

This month, Avaya improved its Edge Channel 
Program. The program is just over a year old, and it 
was revised to facilitate cloud migration. Partners 
are rewarded for developing cloud-delivered UC and 
contact center competencies. The program was also 
expanded to include Cloud Integrators.  

Video-Centric News 

Spark Room and Board 

Cisco expanded its Room Series with the Spark 
Room 70. It’s an all-in-one system for larger rooms. 
Based on the Room Kit Plus solution launched last 
March, it features fixed cameras for digital (yet HD), 
zoom, and tracking. The system also supports 
wireless content sharing, 4k displays, and auto pair 
with Spark mobile clients. AI features available today 
and planned include Speaker Track, facial 
recognition, virtual Spark Assistant, and noise 
suppression (such as key clicks and dog barks).  

Available in single or dual screen configurations. 
Replaces the MX800. Shipping expected in 
December. Pricing runs $56k-$80k. 

Spark Board also gets updates to support group 
white-boarding, auto-framing, support for Wi-Fi. 
New CapEx pricing options, but it requires a cloud-
subscription.  

Most video endpoints are getting new firmware with 
a variety of minor updates, including the ability to 
customize static messages on screens.  

 This is the second Cisco room system that carries 
the Spark brand. The Room 70 can also be used with 
Spark and/or premises-based video infrastructure.  

Cisco is in the Apple-zone as its hardware is designed 
specifically for its software and applications and vice 
versa – something few competitors can emulate. 

Combined with its conferencing user base, it is clear 
why Cisco is focusing Spark on the meetings 
experience.  

Telehealth Summit 

This month I attended Vidyo’s first Telehealth 
Summit. A few takeaways:  

• Telehealth works.  

• One provider is on track to conduct 1 M clinical 

telehealth visits in 2018. 

• The emerging Telehealth ecosystem includes 

major vendors such as Samsung and Philips.  

 Vidyo has done well focusing on sectors that 
favor its ability to be embedded into applications. In 
addition to Telehealth, Vidyo has made significant 
inroads into banking and customer engagement.  

Telehealth starts with simple video-assisted 
conversations, but becomes a transformational 
enabler that changes how, when, where we get 
diagnosed, treated, and monitored.  

Watch for a TalkingPointz research note on Vidyo in 
December.  

Huddle Rooms 

This month, I completed a huddle room road show 
with Logitech and Pexip at Microsoft Technology 
Centers. My presentation shared industry trends 
around collaboration including cloud, digital 
transformation, remote/mobile working, open floor 
plans, and trends in visual communications.  

The rise of the huddle room is a combination of 
several moving parts:  

• The popularity of the open floor plan. 

• The popularity of distributed teams. 

• Reduced barriers to video adoption.  

• The fact all our devices are video-ready.  

• The killer-app: screen share.  

• The digitization of everything.  

Huddle rooms are much more than low-cost, smaller 
rooms. They are a sign of the times and necessary 
for productivity in the modern workplace.    

http://talkingpointz.com/
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Same Link Next Time 

G-Suite now supports copy/paste of existing 
conference links in Hangouts Meet. For example, if 
you want to send a candidate and a hiring manager 
separate invites (for privacy) to the same meeting.  

 The issue here is that Google Calendar auto-
populates the meeting link and dial-in number, and 
creating separate invites will create separate call-in 
details. The fix is now to allow the user to paste 
those details (from another meeting).  

Almost. Google only made the room code part of the 
URL editable. The “meet.google.com/” is still hard 
coded.  

PolyCom Update 

Polycom did an update with analysts in November. 
The meeting experience was pleasant, except for the 
necessary software download and incessant dings of 
comings and goings.  

Polycom is working to re-invent itself from 
“proprietary player to ecosystem leader,” and stated 
the recent alignment with Zoom is beginning to 
“bear fruit.”  

CEO Mary McDowell reaffirmed the company’s 
leadership in SIP phones, Lync/SfB phones (70% 
share) and room-based video (#2).  

 Partnership makes a lot of sense, but the key 
growth sector (huddle rooms) is under intense 
competitive pressure. Polycom does not have any 
(public) plans to change or improve its endpoints or 
strategy regarding BroadSoft.  

Cisco Improves Embeddability 

Cisco is updating and launching new SDKs and 
widgets for Spark. These will allow developers to 
integrate or embed Spark directly into other 
applications.  

The widgets use the Spark UI, and the SDKs allow 
customers to control their UI. Existing SDKs are being 
upgraded to support group video and screen sharing. 
Cisco’s first video SDK for Android is currently in 
beta.  

Cisco WebEx 32 

WebEx got an update that includes new layouts, 
proximity detection (easier join), screen-sharing 
enhancements on iOS and browser, improved 
calendar integrations, broadcast to 40k users, and 
Mac client enhancements that leverage the Touch 
Bar.  

Heard on the Street 

Heard from multiple and unrelated sources that 
Zoom is experiencing significant growth in the 
education vertical -- though unable to corroborate.  

Contact Center News 

AWS Re:Invent 

Amazon hosted its Re:Invent developer conference 
this month. There were tons of announcements 
related to cloud development and infrastructure.  

Although nothing was formally announced for either 
Amazon Chime or Connect, many of the new AWS 
services are indirectly relevant.  

The AWS portfolio is a collection of tools that can be 
used independently or together. For example, 
conversations can be recorded with Amazon 
Connect. If stored in S3, they can be easily scored for 
sentiment with AWS Kinesis. 

New AI-powered tools from Amazon that may be 
useful to contact center managers: Transcribe, 
Translate, and Comprehend.  

Transcribe generates textual translation of audio or 
video recordings. Available in English and Spanish 
today, with more languages coming. The service 
recognizes different speakers and adds in 
punctuation.  

Translate is a high-quality neural machine translation 
service that uses advanced machine learning 
technologies to provide fast language translation of 
text-based content. 

Comprehend provides key phrase 
extraction, Sentiment Analysis, 
Entity Recognition, Topic 
Modeling, and Language Detection 

http://talkingpointz.com/
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APIs so natural language processing can be 
integrated into applications. It can identify different 
types of entities (people, places, brands, products, 
and so forth), key phrases, sentiment (positive, 
negative, mixed, or neutral), and extract key 
phrases, all from text in English or Spanish. 

 Amazon is a bit behind Microsoft and Google in 
speech, but will likely do just fine.  

There are more AWS announcements below in 

Emerging Technologies.  

Updates to Amazon Connect 

Several announcements were made earlier in the 
month (not at Re:Invent) regarding Connect:  

1. Amazon Connect added contact flow 

import/export (beta). This enables users to 

import/export contact flows. 

2. Users can now monitor and report on agent 

activity in their Amazon Connect contact center 

in real-time with the data provided by Amazon 

Connect agent event streams. 

3. New Amazon Connect contact flow logs provide 

customer interaction details. 

4. The new Amazon Connect integrations website 

provides a complete catalog of integrations. 

Featured at launch:  

a) SpiceCSM. 

b) Pindrop. 

c) DialogTech. 

d) Aria Solutions Toolkit. 

e) Reference architecture for streaming 

contact trace records into Amazon Redshift. 

 The Connect service is already significantly 
stronger than when it was launched last March. 
Amazon is moving very quickly, but it isn’t likely 
apparent as their microservice approach does not 
result with a new version of Amazon Connect.  

Dreamforce 

Salesforce hosted its annual Dreamforce conference 
this month. CEO Marc Benioff showed off IDC 
rankings of Salesforce as #1 in CRM, Sales, Service, 
and Marketing services. He expects that Salesforce 
will hit $20 B in revenue by 2022 ($8.4 B in 2016). He 

also expects to add 15 k in headcount to 45 k by 
2022.  

 It truly is impressive how much Salesforce has 
accomplished – even if it is not as much as they take 
credit for. Historically, the company took credit for 
the cloud. This year, it touted the “fourth industrial 
revolution” of intelligence (the first three were 
steam, electricity, and computing).  

Intelligence refers to innovations such as AI, 3D 
printing, biotech, robotics, autonomous vehicles, 
nanotech, quantum computing, and IoT -- things 
Salesforce doesn’t do. The implication is the value 
today lies in leveraging these things.  

Salesforce isn’t competing on price or even 
(traditional) features. Instead, the company 
promises access – access to data and customizations 
(without coding).  

Regarding customer engagement, it is getting harder 
to separate CRM from contact center vendors. They 
all believe that increased stalking of customers 
results in increased sales and retention.  

The overlaps are so great that some contact center 
companies can’t decide if Salesforce represents an 
opportunity or threat.  

Exhibiting companies included:  

• Amazon Connect 

• Avaya Oceana 

• Cisco Spark 

• Five9  

• NewVoiceMedia 

• NICE and inContact  

• Talkdesk 

Non-returning vendors from Dreamforce 2016: 8x8, 
Genesys, Serenova (then LiveOps), and Vocalcom.  

It was a big event for contact centers, but not 
necessarily an important one. There were few 
contact center announcements at the event.  

Genesys Update 

Genesys hosted an analyst event and shared the 
following:  

• People expect to be able to message brands.  

http://talkingpointz.com/
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• Empowered customers demand digital channels.  

• Genesys is pivoting to a cloud-first development 

strategy. This includes common microservices. 

• Kate, its AI engine, can be used for predictive 

routing, WFO, and automation. Genesys 

believes blended AI (AI assisted agents) will best 

enhance the customer experience.  

• PureSuccess is a new annual subscription model 

(for hosted services and/or onsite products).  

 I swear I’ve heard this before.  

Most contact center vendors now prioritize cloud, 
messaging, and AI. Genesys also borrowed the 
Dreamforce theme about the “fourth industrial 
revolution.” There were also the obligatory 
references to digital transformation, speech UI, 
omnichannel, and OpEx.  

So, not much new, but there is nuance (oops, bad 
word choice). For example, regarding AI, Genesys is 
thinking more broadly than chatbots. 

The big news is the shift to cloud-first and 
subscription pricing. Though, these transitions are 
complex. For example, a big part of cloud is self-
service. PureCloud was largely self-service, but 
appears to be reverting to high-touch 
implementations. Meanwhile, PureEngage is not 
multi-tenant or massively scalable.  

There’s no easy answers with such a broad portfolio. 
ININ, for example, avoided this by signaling 
PureCloud would replace its CaaS solution. Not only 
has Genesys pardoned CaaS (now PureConnect), but 
it hasn’t signaled anything is going away.  

Is cloud-first being driven by demand, vision, 
competition, or valuation? How will the premises-
based customers react to a cloud-first initiative? Are 
three platforms (two being premises-based, legacy) 
necessary in a cloud-first strategy? Will Genesys find 
the elusive value-proposition of hybrid?  

Not a good time to be confusing the market. 2018 
has a combined NICE/inContact, stronger Avaya, 
Amazon in overdrive, a (too) valuable Five9, and a 
Transera equipped Cisco.  

Cisco Spark for Salesforce 

Cisco announced Spark now integrates with 
Salesforce bringing video calling, group messaging, 
file sharing, and status into the CRM.  

Cisco built the “native” integration with Salesforce, 
and it’s managed from the Salesforce admin panel.  

T-Metrics and Unify are JITC Ready 

Unify’s OpenScape Voice with T-Metrics TM-2000 
successfully completed Joint Interoperability testing 
(JITC) by the US Dept. of Defense.  

Unify’s JITC Certified OpenScape Voice Session 
Controller is scalable to 100K users per system and 
500k per cluster. T-Metrics’ solutions offer skills-
based routing and consolidated operator answering 
across locations. 

Sennheiser EAR 

Sennheiser announced its new 24-hour replacement 
program for defective headsets. The "Enterprise 
Advance Replacement" (EAR) program offers 
overnight advance replacement of headsets.  

 This sounds like a big deal, and to be fair, it is, but 
is it really fixing a problem? I wonder what the 
break-even point is compared against having spares 
on hand while units are repaired.  

Mobile-Centric News 

Mobile Is What Matters 

According to Andreesen Horowitz, mobile devices, 
not PCs, are (and have been for a decade) the center 
of gravity for the tech industry.  

  

http://talkingpointz.com/
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IDC predicts smartphone shipments to steadily grow 
from 1.5 B units in 2017 to 1.7 B units in 2021.  

Not only are smartphones big, but big smartphones 
are bigger. Phablets (smartphones with screens 
larger than 5.5”) will outpace total market growth 
with growth from 611 M units in 2017 to 1 B units in 
2021. 

The good folks in Munich disagree. This month, the 
city announced its intent to move from Linux to 
Windows 10, and will deploy 30k workstations in the 
2020-2023 timeframe.  

 I’m a Windows 10 user, but question this 
decision. Do Windows 10 workstations still make 
sense in a greenfield enterprise environment? 
Chromebooks even natively support Office and 
Skype now (and everything else with VMware). 

By 2020, I expect Chrome OS, Android, and iOS will 
be much more common as enterprise desktops. 
Apple is now marketing the iPad Pro this way, and its 
recently released quarterly results do show iPad 
sales on the rise.  

I got to try out the new Samsung DeX dock, and it 
offers a surprisingly compelling way to adapt a 
smartphone to a desktop. The DeX concept was first 
seen as Microsoft Continuum, but that died with 
Windows Mobile. 

Android and iOS have more apps and less 
maintenance.  

Microsoft Favoring Android 

With Windows 10 Mobile done, many Microsoft 
execs, and Bill Gates himself, are sporting Android 
phones.  

Android is becoming the Microsoft Mobile OS that 
Windows Mobile never was:   

• The new Microsoft Launcher customizes 

Android to a more Microsoft-centric platform. 

• Microsoft’s apps, such as Office, work well on 

Android and are featured with the Samsung DeX 

Dock (see above).  

• Cortana and new Edge browser can be 

configured as default services on Android.  

• Next year, Microsoft intends to release Timeline 

so users can see their recent apps across their 

(Windows 10, iOS, and Android) devices.  

Provider-Centric News 

VonageReach Simplifies CPaaS 

CPaaS isn’t just for developers. In a partnership with 
Trumpia, Vonage launched a new way to access the 
Nexmo API platform called VonageReach. It’s 
effectively a menu-driven, point-and-click UI that can 
be used for services such as SMS and marketing 
automation.  

VonageReach works with popular apps to respond to 
events or target specific segments. The company 
touts use cases in virtually every stage of sales and 
account lifecycles.  

 While the past few years have been about 
enabling developers, the new trend is empowering 
the rest of us to customize.  

Salesforce and Google  

At Dreamforce, Salesforce and Google announced a 
new alliance:  

1) Google Cloud joins AWS as a preferred cloud.  
2) Google will use Salesforce's software for its own 
sales management.  
3) Salesforce's customers gain access to Google 
Analytics 360 and G Suite.  
4) Salesforce gains access to Google Cloud's 
international base and Google gains access to 
Salesforce's enterprise hold. 

 It is a nice partnership. It gives Google Cloud 
more credence against MS and AWS. It gives 
Salesforce more leverage with AWS.  

Note: Last month Cisco (networking) struck a 
partnership with Google Cloud.  

Telefonix Goes Dolby 

Telefonix (UK) became the newest provider to 
support the Dolby Conference Phone with Dolby 
Voice technology including spatial audio.  

Most of the audioconferencing tech improvements 
are with endpoints and codecs. Dolby devices are 

http://talkingpointz.com/
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further optimized to work with back-end Dolby 
software.  

 Audio conferencing will never go away, and I am a 
bit of a snob about audio quality. Wideband codecs 
are impressive, but spatial audio truly adds another 
dimension – though it requires a binaural or stereo 
headset (which is more common with mobile users). 
The Dolby saucer is particularly effective with larger 
and awkwardly shaped rooms.  

Masergy Expands in Hong Kong 

Masergy Communications expands its portfolio in 
Hong Kong with its full Global Office including PSTN 
services with SLA and OTT options. Global Office 
markets include UCaaS and/or SIP trunks.   

 Top UCaaS providers are rapidly expanding global 
services, possibly because Gartner requires it in their 
UCaaS MQ.  

NTT and DiData Consolidate IaaS 

Although acquired by NTT back in 2010, DiData has 
been left mostly independent. However, there are 
potential synergies in bringing the brands together.  

This month, NTT and DiData announced plans to 
consolidate their IaaS cloud services. DiData will 
continue to sell IaaS, but under the NTT brand. Both 
companies will retain their existing strategic 
partnerships under the new structure. 

 Expect more consolidation of services between 
NTT, DiData, and NTT’s Arkadin.  

Multi-User AR APIs from Twilio 

Twilio announced new capabilities to enable multi-
user augmented reality (AR) as part of its 
Programmable Video platform.  

Twilio Programmable Video addresses real-time A/V 
routing and streaming via global media-server 
availability, support for metadata between 
endpoints, and planned APIs for media 
synchronization. 

 Just about every month, I include in a Quipz report 
an enterprise comms vendor working on AR/VR.  

Bandwidth Goes Public 

Bandwidth.com debuted on the NASDAQ exchange 
on November 10. Shares opened at $20, which was 
the bottom of the expected range.  

Bandwidth is based in Raleigh, NC, and had not 
taken venture funding. For the first six months of 
2017, Bandwidth earned $79.2 M in revenue and 
reported a net income of $4.9 M. On its first day of 
trading it sold 4 M shares raising $80 M.  

It trades under the ticker 
symbol BAND. 

 Bandwidth has shifted 
primarily to CPaaS and 
competes with providers such as 
Twilio and Vonage/Nexmo.  

T-Mobile Launched GB LTE 

T-Mobile announced Advanced LTE speeds are 
available in more than 920 markets, and at least 430 
of them are capable of GB LTE. GB LTE is achieved by 
combining multiple frequencies and technologies.  

T-Mobile’s service is working with Qualcomm’s X16 
modem (inside the Snapdragon 835 chipset). This 
can be found in the latest Samsungs (Galaxy S8 and 
Galaxy Note 8), Motorola Moto Z2 Force Edition, and 
LG V30 – and not in any iPhones.  

 My telecom teacher who told me a wired 
connection will always be faster, lied.  

Emerging Technologies 

The two big themes here are AI and speech.  

Innovation in Speech at #EC18 

Each year at Enterprise Connect, I organize the 
Innovation Showcase. This year’s theme is speech 
technologies. We are seeking to highlight companies 
that have innovative ideas, products, and/or services 
using the spoken word to 
facilitate or improve enterprise 
communications.  

The Innovation Showcase 
brings new companies to the 
EC audience. Any company that 

http://talkingpointz.com/
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exhibited last year is excluded from consideration, 
but that doesn’t prevent their ecosystem partners 
from applying.  

Monitor No Jitter and Enterprise Connect site for 
more details. Application deadline in February.  

Dreamforce: MyEinstein 

Salesforce launched MyEinstein with MyLightning 
that allow its customers to customize services 
without coding. Profiled use cases included T-Mobile 
and Adidas at Dreamforce.  

John Ball, GM and SVP, Salesforce Einstein said: 
“Salesforce reimagined AI, bringing it out of the lab 
and into the hands of business users with Salesforce 
Einstein. . .Empowering admins and developers to 
transform every process and customer interaction to 
be more intelligent.” 

Examples include AI-powered chatbots that 
understand customer needs and business logic to 
the point that they can complete requests without 
human assistance.  

 Salesforce is delivering an expanding and 
impressive suite of customer engagement, and many 
of them require an all-in mindset.  

AWS Re:Invent: Alexa for Business 

At Re:Invent Amazon announced Alexa for Business. 
The program allows developers to build skills for 
Amazon Echo that integrate with business systems 
and databases. Effectively, it can give enterprise 
applications, processes, and devices a voice UI.  

WeWork was a pilot user and integrated Echos into 
its meeting rooms enabling users to control the 
lights and manage (book and extend) meeting rooms 
by voice.  

 The consumer digital assistant space is crowded 
(Amazon, Google, Apple). The enterprise space is still 
nascent (Microsoft and Cisco). Amazon is now 
attempting to serve both.  

That was and maybe is Microsoft’s plan too, but 
those plans were foiled by the demise of Windows 
Mobile. Since Cortana primarily lives on the PC, its 
usefulness is limited.  

There is plenty of evidence that the voice UI 
ecosystem is going to experience tremendous 
growth – particularly as more and more devices 
(HVAC, lights, apps, elevators, vending machines, 
etc.) become connected.  

On the day of the announcement, RingCentral and 
Zoom (likely in cahoots) and Polycom announced 
support. I have also seen numerous less-formal 
Alexa demos from many UC vendors including Mitel. 
Genesys also integrated Amazon Lex into its 
PureCloud service.  

I do have doubts that enterprises will purchase and 
deploy Echo units in common-area locations.  

AWS RE:Invent AI 

Amazon expanded its suite of machine learning 
services. I covered Transcribe, Translate, and 
Comprehend above. Other relevant announcements 
include:  

• Amazon SageMaker for building, training, and 

deploying machine learning models.  

• Amazon Rekognition Video can analyze video for 

objects and people, including facial recognition. 

It works with both batch uploads and even real-

time video streams. 

• AWS DeepLens is a deep learning-enabled video 

camera. The $249 1080p camera is equipped 

with four micro HDMI and two USB ports, dual-

band WiFi, an Intel Atom processor, 8GB of 

RAM, and the Ubuntu OS.  

 The above items are just a small fraction of the 
announcements. Amazon’s rate of innovation was 
staggering, and is accelerating. Its pace and widening 
net poses a significant challenge for anyone that 
wants to beat them.  

NEC AR Glasses 

NEC announced the development of Augmented 
Reality (AR) smart glasses that work with an 
associated "ARmKeypad." The solution enables users 
to perform tasks without having to look away from 
objects. NEC is initially targeting the solution at 
manufacturing, logistics, and healthcare. 

http://talkingpointz.com/
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 NEC has been quiet on the UC front, but has been 
making impressive inroads with a broader approach 
to IT (that includes UC). Keep an eye on its NeoFace 
facial recognition system – it is watching you in more 
and more locations.  

AI at Avaya 

Avaya announced AI Connect to speed up the 
development and application of AI for its customers. 
The AI tools will be built on and integrated into 
Avaya Oceana and Avaya Breeze. 

The goals of the program are to help companies 
capture and use real-time customer sentiment and 
to access predictive analytics to improve interactions 
as they occur. 

Initially, the AI Connect program is focused on five 
areas: self-service/chatbots, smart routing to agents, 
agent augmentation, interaction insights, and 
enhanced WFO.  

Seven partners are currently in the AI Connect 
program including Arrow Systems Integration, 
Cogito, and Nuance Communications. More 
companies are expected to participate in the 
initiative in the coming months. 

AI at Talkdesk 

Talkdesk for Sales is a new product to help inside 
sales teams make more calls to prospects. It uses AI-
powered tools to reveal contextual customer 
information. 

The service identifies conversational coaching 
opportunities and provides answers to a prospect's 
questions and objections in real-time during a 
conversation. 

The product suite is bundled with Talkdesk's 
SalesAssist, which uses AI tools and voice analytics to 
assist sales reps with answers during the course of a 
call, and can transcribe conversations.  

Facial Recognition for Authentication at 

Facebook 

Facebook is trialing a feature that authenticates 
users via a selfie snap. At this time, the 
authentication measure is prompted by unusual or 
suspicious behavior.  

 Included here because several companies now, 
including Microsoft and MasterCard, are turning to 
selfies as either primary or secondary 
authentication.  

Miscellaneous 

SCTC Gets Quipz 

Monthly Quipz reports are 
now distributed to members of 
the Society of Communications 
Technology Consultants. SCTC 
members are the industry’s most knowledgeable 
and influential independent consultants. Members 
cover a wide variety of communications related 
areas and technologies.  

NEC of America Names New CEO 

NECAM named Masahiro (Mark) Ikeno as its new 
President and CEO. He previously led NEC's EMEA 
operations, where as President and CEO he oversaw 
activities for all NEC subsidiaries in Europe, Middle 
East, and Africa.  

Former President and CEO Shinskuke (Shin) 
Takahashi now serves as Chairman of the Board for 
NECAM. 

 On schedule. NEC usually changes its US 
leadership every 3-5 years per visa limitations, 
however Shin remains in the US to lead an expanded 
Federal initiative.  

Microsoft Wants Users to Open a Tab 

Tabs are a powerful feature within Microsoft Teams, 
and now the concept is expanding. Microsoft intends 
to add tabs in lots of applications – 
including File Explorer and other Windows 
10 “Universal Apps.”  

Microsoft calls these new tabs Sets, and 
the idea is to group related apps into a 
single window. For example, a Word doc 
could expand into a Set of related content 
that includes Edge, PowerPoint, and more. Sets can 
be moved to other devices.  

 One of the problems with the expanding Office 
Suite is the number of apps and associated need to 

http://talkingpointz.com/
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switch between them. Alternative solutions (such as 
Smartsheet, Quip, and Fieldbook) are designed to 
consolidate functions into fewer (or single) apps.  

This isn’t a bad approach and will likely drive 
adoption of the Edge browser.  

No Need to Dwell on Delve 

This month, Microsoft shelved Delve.  

 Software companies kill unpopular apps all the 
time. But Delve’s demise is notable because it was so 
central to Nadella's vision in 2014.  

Samsung and Legrand Working with 

Marriott on IoT Hospitality 

Samsung (ARTIK) and Legrand in conjunction with 
the Marriott Innovation Lab are to launch the IoT 
Guestroom Lab. The objectives are to elevate the 
guest experience and contribute to Marriott’s global 
sustainability efforts and goals. 

The technology inside the IoT Guestroom Lab allows, 
for instance, a user to ask a virtual assistant for a 
wake-up alarm or request additional housekeeping 
services, or even start the shower at the desired 
temperature. 

 Several UC companies, notably ALE and Mitel, 
have hospitality IoT initiatives. Hotels offer a 
particularly good ROI on IoT as they enable services 
to start and stop based on check-in status.  

Another Hit to Apple Quality 

Last month, Apple had an embarrassing bug in its iOS 
calculator app, but that now looks relatively minor.  

This month, news broke that the recent MacOS 
release High Sierra has a default null password for 
the “root” account. The bug exposes file-system 
access including personal files.  

The quick fix is to actually set a password for root. 
Apple has posted instructions here. Apple also 
released a patch (which appears to be buggy). The 
vulnerability has been there at least since the launch 
in September and possibly though all the summer 
beta releases.  

Even more embarrassing, the vulnerability was 
actually posted by a customer on an Apple support 
forum early this month.  

Phones are Cool and Retro 

Product lifecycles are getting so short. I wish I had 
saved my 8-track player or even my Palm Pilot. They 
were tech that arrived and departed on my watch.  

That’s why it’s so nice to see the Smithsonian 
Institute add the original Polycom SoundStation to 
its archives this month. This is the saucer that 
defined the modern table-top saucer concept.  

 

Speaking of classic phones, I was pleased to see that 
Larry David has two on display in his TV office on 
Curb Your Enthusiasm. I have two myself displayed 
in my office.  

 

I also caught GoldLink performing the hit song Crew 
on the Tonight Show. Now that’s a classy mic mod! 
Does he know he’s singing in the earpiece?   

 

http://talkingpointz.com/
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Acquisitions 

AT&T and Time Warner 

The US Justice Department voiced concerns over the 
approval of the year-old AT&T and Time Warner $85 
B merger. The Gov wants AT&T to shed CNN. AT&T is 
fighting back.  

 This is a complex one. There’s so many issues 
including how big is too big, yardstick competition 
vs. monopolies, CNN vs. Trump, AT&T’s refusal to 
sell CNN, and 12+ states that won’t support the DoJ 
on the case.  

There’s so much distraction that few seem to 
question the $85 B merger. AT&T struck the merger 
after announcing it lost nearly 300k cellular 
subscribers.  

Verizon too seems distracted. Edison Investment 
Research said this month: “Despite its recent 
acquisition by Verizon, the decline of Yahoo’s assets 
seems to be accelerating.”  

AVST Goes North 

StoneCalibre, a private equity firm, acquired Applied 
Voice & Speech Technologies Inc. ("AVST") and 
merged it with XMedius Solutions Inc. in Canada:  

• AVST designs, delivers, and supports software-

based call processing solutions.  

• XMedius provides secure file exchange software 

solutions.  

The newly combined entity has over 500 partners 
and nearly 4,500 customers.  

 I hope none of what made AVST great gets lost in 
the move. AVST owned my first telecom employer 
though (multiple) acquisitions. The AVST’s WA office 
remains open. 

Riverside Acquires Calero 

Riverside Partners, a private equity firm, acquired 
telecom expense management software vendor 
Calero.  

Calero manages more than $6 B of annual telecom, 
mobility, and cloud spend. Financial terms of the 
transaction were not disclosed. 

Acquisitions in Process  

• Cisco to acquire BroadSoft (Q1) 

November Financial Quipz  

Here are the quarterly results announced this 
month:  

Cisco 

 

• The intended acquisition of BroadSoft will 

enhance subscription and cloud-based business. 

BroadSoft has 19 M subscribers. 

• The collaboration unit was up “modestly” with 

strong growth in deferred revenue of 18% that 

is not on the balance sheet.   

• For the first time in the last eight quarters, the 

company said it expects to increase revenue 

next quarter. 

• Cisco stock is trading at multi-year highs.  

Five9 

 

• The growth is all organic and the enterprise 

business makes up 73% of LTM revenue. 

• CEO stated Five9 is receiving a tailwind from 

Avaya’s financial situation.  

• Mike Burkland, Chairman and CEO, will 

transition to Executive Chairman to focus on 

health and family. CFO Barry Zwarenstein was 

named Interim CEO. 

Mitel 

 

http://talkingpointz.com/
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• Mitel was selected by Dollar Tree to roll out 

UCaaS services for 6,000 users with total 

contract value of $2.4 M over 36 months. 

• Completed acquisition of ShoreTel. 

• In conjunction with the closing of the 

ShoreTel acquisition, Mitel put in place a 

new debt structure. 

RingCentral 

 

• RingCentral reported all key metrics above 

consensus and above the high end of their 

guidance. 

• The company’s move upmarket is evident not 

only in the higher number of 7-figure deals, but 

also in the average total contract value of these 

deals, which increased 40% Y/Y. 

• RingCentral added 4 more Avaya diamond-level 

resellers plus others during the period.  

Twilio 

 

• Advanced the Twilio Engagement Cloud through 

the launch of Twilio Studio in preview. 

• Announced commitment to meet the EU GDPR 

requirements. 

• Announced availability of Twilio phone numbers 

in more than 100 countries. 

Vonage 

 

• Vonage Business revenues exceeded Consumer 

revenues for the first time.  

• UCaaS revenues were $91 M, of which $71 M 

were service revenues. Service revenues 

increased 16% year-over-year on an organic 

basis. 

• Nexmo, the Vonage API Platform revenues 

(which are all service revenue) were $38 M, a 

year-over-year increase of 45% on an organic 

basis. 

Other 

Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise (ALE) Q3-17 

ALE is a private company, but did share some of its 
results this month.  

• UC Shipments increased 28% YoY.  

• ALE revenue last quarter up “significantly” on a 

year-over-year basis in both sales and orders.  

• ALE generated a positive operating profit year to 

date for 2017 fueled by verticals.  

• The Communications business was up, fueled by 

robust demand in Europe. 

• Strong customer acceptance of the newly 

launched endpoints. 

 
Salesforce 
Reported third quarter revenues were up 25% year-
over-year. The company expects to grow annual 
revenues from $8.4 B in 2017 to $20 B by 2022.  

8x8 
Initiated the transfer of its stock from NASDAQ to 
the NYSE. Trading on NYSE is expected to start on 
Dec 8, 2017.  

CEO Vik Verma believes the move will “strengthen 
the value of our brand, enhance our global presence 
with clients and business partners, and deliver on 
our commitment to increase shareholder value.”  

This Month’s Good Reads  

1. The end of the cloud is coming 

2. USS McCain collision ultimately caused 

by UI confusion 

http://talkingpointz.com/
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3. W3C: WebRTC 1.0 is now feature 

complete 

4. Improving VP9 Without Changing It 

5. Bob Lutz: Kiss the good times goodbye 

6. Why Quip user 21st Century Fox isn’t 

giving up Slack 

7. You’re working in the wrong place 

(regarding open floor plans) 

8. Remote Workers Are Outperforming 

Office Workers – Here's Why 

9. WeChat users send record 38 billion 

messages per day 

10. Microsoft’s period of congenial 

cooperation could be over 

11. Americans work less than ever before 

but still feel like there's no free time 

12. How APIs Can Inspire The Complete 

Reinvention of an Old Business 

13. Facebook Shares Research on 

Messaging 

14. Blockchain shows open source’s fatal 

flaw—and a way forward 

15. 51 enterprise startups to bet your 

career on in 2018 

16. The Supreme Court Must Understand: 

Cell Phones Aren’t Optional 

17. Using the Blockchain for More Secure 

and Private Communication 

Upcoming TalkingPointz 

Research 

• Vidyo 2018 (December) 

• Avaya 2018 (January) 

Upcoming Events 

• ALE Connex (Riga, Jan) 

• PGI (Las Vegas, Jan) 

• Avaya Engage (NOLA, Jan) 

Got Tipz for Quipz?   quipz@talkingpointz.com 
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